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LEADERSHIP AS TWO - STEP

This thinksheet (for once, not mine) is so sound to my pastoral experience and everything else I know bearing on leadership that I share it
with you enthusiastically. --CHRISTIANITY TODAY, 7 Sept 84

Pastors who invest in relationships
have resources in times of need.

T

called "an
organism that has organization." Church renewal writers
have rightly been focusing on the church
as organism, emphasizing its life, energy, and spirit. It is probably equally true, however, that the church is
"an organization that can become an
organism."
Although God intends the church to
be an organism—the body of Christ (1
Cor. 12:27)—it is likewise a group of
persons working together toward a common goal: an organization.
Organizations must have effective
leaders or they will fail. Some important characteristics about effective leaders have been pointed out recently by
management theorists. Church leaders
can use these findings to help the church
become the organized organism it was
intended to be.
HE CHURCH HAS BEEN

CredibilityEconomics
Edwin P. Hollander in Leadership Dynamics (MacMillan, 1978) says leaders do two things for an organization: help
it do what it is already doing—but better; and they help it begin doing what it
is not but should be doing. To do the
second task, a leader must gain a good
reputation for doing the first. To be
effective, leaders need "status," which
is earned by helping the organization
do better what it was already doing
before the leader arrived.
This obviously applies in the church.
When pastors arrive, people expect them
to do a good job of preaching, Bible
teaching, and visiting; These are &routine activities any good church wants
done. The better new pastors do these
tasks, the more status they will have.
If, however, new pastors want to sponsor a new foreign mission or start a daycare center for working mothers before
showing the church they can do a good
job of preaching, teaching, and visiting,
the church is likely to resist because
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they do not have enough status.
Hollander calls this effect "leadership credit." The more status, the more
credit. Leaders need credit before people will follow. Leadership credit is like
money in the bank: it can be accumulated or drawn upon. If leaders have no
credit, they will not be effective. If they
have credit, it can be spent—that is, the
organization will support the leader's
new ideas.
Members also award credit to leaders
not only on the basis of how well normal activities are going, but on whether
their innovations in the past have proven effective. Are new investments likely
to be solid?
The degree to which leaders can devige-ff-om—ire-7---d---is Mi--"
cpecte
Ictiairdr
how much credit they have accumulated
in the organization bank. The greater
the amount of credit leaders have compiled, the greater the latitude or freedom they have to deviate from the norm.

Even Honeymoons Have
Expenses
Timing is important. Early in their relationship with a church, pastors should
emphasize the first task of leadership.
Later on, if they have gained credit,
they can emphi1Th second task and
help the chu h become what it ought
to- be.
In spite of what has long been believed, there is no such thing as a honeymoon period in leadership. It is true
that there is a period of suspended judgment, a time when the new pastor is
given the benefit of the doubt. But the
in-dens lip credits and- debits are still
being tallied. Based on their previous
reputations, some pastors arrive with
more credits than others; but none is
free from the laws of the leadership
economy.
Every time new leaders presume that
their newness allows certain privileges
to do new things quickly, they will pay

for it later. It costs them credits.
In some cases, pastors must move
quickly, but more often they would do
better to go slowly and build up credit.
Deficit spendim. despite the federal
government's example, will not long..
endure in the pastorate.

The Need to Save and
Spend
Both tasks of leadership are important,
according to Hollander...Drgarlizas
that succeed continually change with
the times.
Effective leaders have vision. As Peter Drucker, the well-known management theorist, suggests, good leaders
spend much of their time
-T i
years aheact,' Needs change, and those'
organizations that do not adjust die. So
the second task of leadership is essential, not optional.
However, Hollander concludes, many
organizations fail because their leaders
do not take into account the implications of the leadership status theory.
Their failure will not be because of a
lack of vision but because their leaders
did not build up sufficient credit. They
will try to begin new programs before
they have acquired the necessar credibility capital. No one follows (at least
not will enough commitment), the program fails, and the organization is damaged—sometimes fatally.
But leaders who take the time to
build their relational resources have a
better chance of success.
Leadership credit is an idea that applies to all types of organizations, including churches.
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